
CASE STUDY  HEALTHCARE

LIFESCAN OPTIMIZES DATA 
ARCHITECTURE TO IMPROVE 
PATIENT CARE WITH AWS
Infostretch built a data analytics platform to scale

In 2015, LifeScan partnered with Infostretch 
to put that into action. Since then, the 
engagement has expanded to encompass 
analytics, mobile automation, web testing, 
front-end development, backend development, 
and country migration to completely redo 
their website and platform with a new, 
digitally enabled architecture, automation, 
development, and data analytics.

LifeScan is a US-based medical device 
company that specializes in diabetic 
treatment and management.  

More than 20 million people around the world 
depend on its OneTouch® blood glucose 
monitoring devices to help them manage their 
condition. For over 35 years, LifeScan has had an 
unwavering commitment to improving the quality 
of life for people with diabetes by developing 
products defined by simplicity, accuracy, and trust.

In support of that mission, LifeScan set out to 
incorporate highly robust and reusable software 
coding procedures into its business operations 
that would save significant time and money, 
while meeting its mission-critical objectives. 



SPECIALISTS IN DIABETIC 
TREATMENT

20 MILLION PEOPLE 
USE ONETOUCH®

+35 YEARS COMMITMENT









2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

   Established 
automation for 
mobile platform

   Enabled CI/CD for 
mobile platform

    Started mobile and 
web manual testing

    Mobile 3.0 
automation

   GDPR - web 
manual & mobile 
automation

   NEO - mobile 
automation

   Mobile API 
performance 
testing

   POC - BLE 
simulator

   3rd party API 
AWS migrations

   3rd party API 
automation

  POC - TDM

   Admin portal - 
web manual & 
API automation

   MCK analytics & 
licensing - manual

   CGM data receiver 
- performance, 
API automation

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
20% cost savings due to elimination of 
manual processes, resource allocation 
and SLA for reporting data availability

Increased patient satisfaction 
due to ease of access to care 
and improved experience

THE CHALLENGE

BUILDING A 
DATA ANALYTICS 
PLATFORM TO SCALE 
WITH LIFESCAN’S 
BUSINESS & 
TECHNICAL 
REQUIREMENTS

One of LifeScan’s most significant challenges 
was obtaining long-term clinical data accuracy 
and consistent system performance for blood 
glucose monitoring of diabetic patients. 

It was critical that the company met and 
sustained the minimum requirements of the 
International Organization of Standardization 
(ISO) and the European harmonized version, 
demonstrating both product accuracy and 
consistency. It was also subject to the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA), a regulation that mandates security 
and privacy for Personal Health Information 
(PHI). Ensuring HIPAA compliance in a SaaS 
context was a complex and specialized area, 
encompassing a variety of technical challenges 
covering intrusion detection, encryption of 
data, sophisticated auditing capacity, and  
OS-level security establishments. 



THE CUSTOMER 
JOURNEY



Perform massive data processing of glucose meter data  
to generate various reporting metrics and KPIs and  
gain real-time insights into patients’ health conditions, 
percentage of patients with hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia, etc.

PAY-PER-QUERY 
COST MODEL
Supports query load of 
hundreds of reporting users. 

ACCURATE ANALYTICS
Ability to generate analytics 
with 100% data accuracy, 
shorter SLAs and cross-
domain reporting capability.

ENABLE INDUSTRY’S 
BEST OPTIMIZER
Parallel query processing, efficient indexes 
and several intelligent scan techniques to 
eliminate the limitation on data accessibility 
as network of patients and physician 
grows exponentially in the near future.

  

COST EFFECTIVE
Serverless cloud setup to 
process glucose meter data 
up to several GB in size.



STANDARDIZED CODING
Design of standardized 
coding practices for complex 
ETL logic blocks.



ABILITY TO RUN 
CONCURRENT QUERIES



SECURITY DESIGN



DATA RETENTION POLICIES



PROVISIONING FOR 
AUDITING NEEDS



KEY REQUIREMENTS

BUSINESS

TECHNICAL

LIFESCAN’S END GOAL WAS TO BUILD AND DEPLOY VETTED, REUSABLE 
CODING PROCEDURES THAT WOULD SAVE SIGNIFICANT TIME AND 

MONEY WHILE MEETING MISSION-CRITICAL OBJECTIVES.
With the right approach, the company could reduce the cost of on-boarding new 

diabetic patients by more than half compared to its existing approach.



METHODOLOGY

THE DIGITAL 
LIFECYCLE

With this company, Infostretch 
worked across all stages of the 
digital lifecycle on multiple projects 
for two separate business units. 

LAUNCH & 
EXPERIMENT

Enable digital adoption in 
a quick and agile manner

AUTOMATE & 
ACCELERATE

Build digital infrastructure 
and foundation for 
enterprises to scale

BE INTELLIGENT  
& AUTONOMOUS

Leverage data engineering to 
make strategic decisions and 
get digital right every time

GO DIGITAL BE DIGITAL EVOLVE DIGITAL

Infostretch team built matured, 
automated data warehouse 
lifecycle solution to deliver data 
analytics to business, clinical 
science and R&D audiences .

Infostretch team completed the 
migration of existing ODI ETL 
workflow to AWS infrastructure. 

The team is building data 
pipeline over AWS platform using 
appropriate ETL tool and augmented 
disparate data sources .

We have modernized existing 
data structures to be more cloud 
native and platform agnostic .

We are transforming data storage 
processes using organized 
Cloud Ready Data Lakes .

Building multi-fold analytical visualization 
platform for variety of audiences .

  

 



Key business-critical functions and how 
each of them contributed to the overall 
growth of LifeScan taking into account 
different service offering, patient interaction 
mechanisms and feedback channels. 



How to best process LifeScan’s 
large dataset while handling a 
variety of complex data types and 
assuring accurate analytics. 



The right cloud services to meet 
LifeScan’s cost, performance, 
security, operational efficiency, 
and resiliency requirements. 



THE SOLUTION

AMAZON WEB 
SERVICES (AWS) 
& INFOSTRETCH
LifeScan needed an ETL tool that could 
process the glucose monitoring datasets 
with 100% accuracy, enable in-memory 
iteration on complex data models at the 
field level, provide serverless interactive 
query services, and provide flexibility 
around query modeling. 

Infostretch conducted a two-week 
assessment of detailed business 
requirement to understand: 

THE RIGHT  
CHOICE
AWS Glue was the right choice because of 
its ability to provide a fully managed ETL 
tool employing Spark in-memory engine and 
serverless analytics platform with a dedicated 
data frame to handle field-level logics.

Its underlying in-memory engine was fully managed 
Apache Spark, a distributed processing system primarily 
utilized for big data workloads. Spark enabled in-memory 
caching and optimized execution for fast performance. 
It supported general batch processing, streaming 
analytics, machine learning, graph databases, and ad 
hoc queries as well as a pay-per-query to save costs for 
the growing number of reporting users. 

Amazon S3 simple storage was used to save on storage 
costs, and the Amazon Glue crawler populated the 
data stores of Amazon DynamoDB through its native 
interface. It also crawled Amazon API Gateway to create, 
publish, maintain, monitor, and secure APIs.

The engagement also included building a data lake in 
which Amazon Athena and AWS Glue were employed 
to meet various corporate reporting needs with high 
accuracy. By moving to a standard configuration that 
could be self-provisioned, the team was able to deploy 
new code changes, enhancements, and updates to the 
transformation logic. This shift allowed for the in-time 
data provisioning needed to bring visibility to some of 
the key business KPIs and scalable systems to support 
sudden data growth. 



Amazon Glue

Catalog
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Scheduler

Metadata
Dynamo DB

Notification AWS
CloudTrail
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Data Engineering Advanced Analytics �Our ETL Modernization Layer

Applications & Devices
(Glucose Meter BG Data) Oracle DB (RDS)

Analytics: Instant Data 
Availability & Accuracy

Secure & Synchronized: 
Parallel Data Processing

Governance: Data 
Control & Policies

Audit: Data Audit Log 
Generation (SOX/HIPAA)

Access Control: Identify 
Access Management

Report - Total ~223
OTR Reporting & Analytics
OTR Dashboard Reports
Data Visualization

Batch Computing

Severless Interactive 
Query Service (Athena)

In-memory Data 
Progressing Algorithm

Integration: System 
Connectors/API Layer

Management: Data Mgt 
(Catalog & Scheduling)

Ingestion: Data 
Ingestion Process

Structured Healthcare Data

�

Trigger
Nightly

ETL

��
OUR  
APPROACH
As a part of this project, 
Infostretch also created compliant 
infrastructures, error-proof data flow 
mechanisms, data reconciliation 
procedures, and reports using an 
AWS Athena reporting tool. 

Testing strategy, planning, and 
methodology were also critical to 
ensuring a high level of accuracy in 
the reports. AWS Enterprise Support 
also ensured the company’s ability to 
gain long-term access to the product 
developers behind the services. 

INFOSTRETCH WAS ABLE TO PROVIDE SOLUTIONS TO EACH OF 
THESE CHALLENGES AND ENABLE THE COMPANY TO TRANSFORM 

ITS DATA ANALYTICS AND INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM.



Infostretch is a pure-play digital engineering services firm focused on helping companies 
accelerate their digital initiatives from strategy and planning through execution. 

We leverage deep technical expertise, Agile methodologies and data-driven intelligence to 
modernize systems of engagement and simplify human/tech interaction. We deliver custom 
solutions that meet customers’ technology needs wherever they are in their digital lifecycle. 
Backed by Goldman Sachs and Everstone Capital, Infostretch works with both large enterprises 
and emerging innovators - putting digital to work to enable new products and business models, 
engage with customers in new ways, and create sustainable competitive differentiation. 

 INFO@INFOSTRETCH.COM

 WWW.INFOSTRETCH.COM

   

FEELING SOCIAL?

45% REDUCTION
In IT infrastructure costs.

IMPROVED  
DATA ACCURACY
Significant improvements 
in data accuracy and 
system consistency.

HIPAA COMPLIANCE
Fully compliant solution 
and improved data 
processing capacity.

 

RESULTS

KEY OUTCOMES

SERVICES 
USED

Amazon RDS

Amazon Athena

Amazon Glue

Amazon Spark

Amazon S3

Amazon Enterprise 
Support

https://www.infostretch.com
mailto:info%40infostretch.com?subject=
https://www.infostretch.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Infostretch.Corporation/
https://twitter.com/infostretch/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/infostretch-corporation
https://www.youtube.com/user/infostretch
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwvvQjO8b9o&list=PLrquD1DguT2t_3KdJHyWiGHoEAzCGnmTA

